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Chapter 1 : Notice
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1-1 RESTRICTION FOR USE
Thank you very much for purchasing Mitsubishi Electric Contact Image
Sensor (CIS). This document contains information that introduces how to
use this product appropriately and safely. Please read through this
document carefully before starting to use this product in your equipment
or system.
Do not use this product for specific and particular applications
(aerospace application, combustive equipment, transportation equipment,
life-support system, safety device, etc.) where special quality and reliability
are required and failure or malfunction could directly threaten people’s
lives, or do harm to the human body. Do not use for applications other than
the standard applications intended by Mitsubishi Electric. If you plan to use
such particular applications, please contact our sales department
personnel before doing so.
Please determine the applicability of this product to your equipment or
devices through an appropriate analysis or evaluation by the designer of
such equipment or devices, or personnel related to the specification. Such
designers or personnel shall warrant the performance and safety of your
equipment or devices such as dust-proof, water-proof, EMC and EMI, by
themselves.
Design, specification and the contents of this document are subject to
change without notice.
TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS

Please ensure the following warnings and cautions to use
this product appropriately and safely.
■Indications and definitions

Warning

This indicates that improper use of this product may result in
a hazard such as death or catastrophic bodily injury.

Caution

This indicates that improper use of this product may result in
a hazard such as a bodily injury or property damage.

■Indications and definitions
This indicates the Warning or Caution
described above.
This indicates the prohibited action that
must not be handled.

This indicates a prohibited action such as an
operation in a place where this product may
get wet.
This indicates the prohibition of the
disassembly of this product.

This indicates the mandatory action that
must be carried out.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Warning
Do not operate this product in a place where it is explosive, combustible or inflammable.
Operating in a place having propane gas, gasoline or flammable gas may cause a fire and/or an
explosion.
Use power supply specified or intended in this product’s specification, data sheet or manual.
Otherwise, a fire, an electric shock or a malfunction may occur.
Stop operation when you find any abnormalities or defects.
Otherwise, a fire or an electric shock may occur.
Do not repair, disassemble and/or modify by yourself.
Otherwise, a fire, defect, or an electric shock may occur. If you need to repair this product, you must
contact the agency who sold you this product.
Do not get this product wet. Handle this product with water-proofing.
Otherwise, a defect or an electric shock may occur. This product is designated for indoor use. This
product is designed as a line-scan module embedded in a system.
Keep this product clean. And do not touch the glass surface of this product.
Otherwise, a defect or a failure may occur. When you need to clean this product, you must clean the
glass surface of this product with a soft cloth and IPA etc.
Do not operate this product outdoors.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Warning
Do not put anything on this product.
Otherwise, a fire or electrical shock may occur because of the things or materials in this product.
Do not put this product on an unstable surface, slanting and/or vibrating.
Otherwise, drop and/or fail of this product may cause injury.
Do not look at the internal illumination directly.
This product comprises a bright illumination.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Caution
Do not store this product in the following places.
●In a vibrating or precarious place
●In a humid, smoky, vaporized or dusty place
●In a slanting place
●In a place exposed by direct sun light
●In a temperature vasying place
●Near anything generating heat (eg. A stove, heater, etc)
●In a corrosive gas atmosphere （CL2, H2S, NH3, SO2, NOX etc.)
Care should always be exercised when handling and operating this product with your
equipment or device.
●Do not drop or damage this product.
●Do not put things on this product.
●No food or drink beside this product.
●Do not put any materials or liquids on this product.
●Avoid any ingression of materials, metals or smoke into this product and its connector.
Use the specified power cable connector and Camera Link cable.
Power OFF when you insert or remove cables.
Otherwise, an electric shock or a malfunction may occur.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Caution
Put cables in a fixed position appropriately while operating.
Otherwise, a connection failure and damage may occur.

Do not use or operate this product in a slanting or unstable place

Do not use or operate this product in a humid, smoky, vaporized or dusty place.
Do not disassemble the side-bracket for mechanical mounting to your equipment or device.
Otherwise, an ingression of materials and dust, or a defect or a malfunction may occur.
Avoid the damage that ESD can cause. Never expose the internal electronics to a potentially
hazardous environment. Do not handle this product with an insulation sheet or on wooden
desk. In addition, do not cover this product with any materials having an electrostatic
discharge. Doing so may cause serious damage.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Caution ( Disclaimer)
Mitsubishi Electric assumes no responsibility and no liability for any damages resulting from
a fire, earthquake or any other act of God, acts by third parties, misoperation by the user
intentionally or accidentally, or used under extreme operating conditions.
Mitsubishi Electric assumes no responsibility and no liability for any damages resulting from
indirect, additional or consequential damages, including but not limited to loss of expected
income and suspension of business activities.
Mitsubishi Electric assumes no responsibility and no liability for any damages resulting from
an unintended use as stipulated in Manual and Datasheet of this product.
Mitsubishi Electric assumes no responsibility and no liability for any damages resulting from
improper handling, use or repair by any party other than Mitsubishi Electric.
Mitsubishi Electric warrants this product in conformity with the specification specified only
in the Datasheet and the Manual of this product.
Mitsubishi Electric’s total liability shall not exceed the purchase price of this product.

TM-XF046E
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1-2 PRECAUTIONS
Handling precautions
Handle this product carefully. Do not drop, shock, vibrate this product.
Do not operate not in compliance with the conditions defined in the Datasheet and the
Manual of this product.
Keep this product cool with the appropriate thermal management referred to in “2-8 Handling
precautions” to reduce the variation of illumination and dark output on this product.
This product is designed as an embedded line camera module. Determine the applicability of
this product to your equipment or devices through the appropriate analysis or evaluation by
the designer of such equipment or devices, or personnel related to the specification. Such
designers or personnel shall warrant the performance and safety of your equipment or
devices such as dust-proofing, water-proofing, EMC and EMI, by themselves.

TM-XF046E
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1-3 WARRANTY

1-3-1 Warranty scope
Mitsubishi Electric warrants this product in conformity with the specification specified only in
Datasheet and Manual of this product within Warranty period.

1-3-2 Warranty period
One year from the delivery date to the customers who purchased this product.

1-3-3 Out of warranty
Notwithstanding the above, Mitsubishi Electric’s warranty shall not cover, extend or apply to
any defect attributable to;
● a case of out of warranty period.
● improper handling, use or repair by any other party than Mitsubishi Electric.
● improper conditions that are not stipulated in the data sheet or the manual.
The cost of repair or replacement shall be charged to the customer who requested to repair the
Out of Warranty product.

TM-XF046E
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1-4 REPAIR

1-4-1 Repair method
Your sole remedy shall be repair or replacement of this product (Contact Image Sensor),
provided that the defective product is returned within the warranty period.
Notwithstanding above, depending on circumstances of the discontinuity of material
procurement and facility etc, repair of this product may not be available. In that case, such
request is handled as an upgrade or repair into other compatible products.

1-4-2 Request of repair
If you need to return this product for Repair, you must contact the agency who sold you this
product. Do not return your product to Mitsubishi Electric without prior authorization. The
shipment cost to return this product shall be bore by sending party.

1-4-3 Repair period
This product basically would be repaired for 1 year after the final production of this product,
provided that Mitsubishi Electric would be able to maintain production equipments or tools and
procure the necessary materials for the repair. The prior announcement of the discontinuation
of this product will be announced through the agency who sold you this product, or through our
website.

TM-XF046E
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Chapter 2 : Overview
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2-1 What’s Contact Image Sensor
【Perspective view】

This product (CIS : Contact Image Sensor) is a
scanning device that comprises several keycomponents in below;

LED-frame

LED array board
White LED

・Sensor IC array in the length as same as scan width.
・Rod lens array in the length as same as scan width.
・Illumination in the length as same as scan width.
＊GRIN

Lens (GRIN lens*)
Frame

lens : Graded Index lens

The features of CIS can be compared to line
camera as follows;

Sensor IC
Sensor board
Sensor board

【Cross-section】

Cover-glass
LED-frame

Cover-glass
Frame

LED, LED array board
Lens (GRIN lens)
Sensor IC
Sensor board
Signal processing board
& CameraLink® interface

TM-XF046E

① Resolution
② Depth of focus
③ Distortion
④ Light path
⑤ Requested light
intensity
⑥ Power
consumption
⑦ light-sensitive
element
⑧ Impacting and
vibration
⑨ Setup
adjustment
⑩ Outline

CIS

Optical reduction
system

Fixed

Flexible

Shallow
(±0.5～ 2mm)
Small
Short (10～50mm)

Deep
(～ 4mm）
Large
Long(～200mm)

Small

Large

Small

Large

CMOS / CCD

CCD

Strong

Weak

Easy

Need to be adjusted
with lens precisely.

Compact

Large
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2-2 Principal technology of CIS
This clause explains how to acquire the raw
information of the light and convert into electrical
signal information.

【How to acquire reflective light】
Chart

・When scanning a surface of the object, the illumination on
this product irradiates the object.
White

Fig.1
Black

Reflective light intensity

Picture
・The object reflects the light. Generally the illuminated
black object reflects weaker reflective light. On the other
hand, the illuminated white object reflects stronger one.
・Refer to the drawing on left side (Fig.1). The black and
white chart has a correlation with the reflected light
intensity.

Pixel

Paper

Output

Lens
Sensor ICs

Illumination

Sensor voltage

Fig.2
Valid area

Incoming light intensity

Image data output

Fig.3

Saturated

・The strong and weak reflective light arrives at the surface
of Sensor ICs (photo-diodes) through lens.
・As described in the drawing on the left side (Fig.3),
Sensor ICs correspondingly converts the strong and weak
light into the large and small electrical signal based on the
converting property of Sensor ICs as described on the
drawing on left side (Fig.2).

Pixel

TM-XF046E
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2-2 Principal technology of CIS
Objective information

This product captures 2-d image by scanning one
line repeatedly and continuously.
・Acquiring a data of one line in scan direction.
・Relative transport in transport direction between the
object and this product can accumulate 2 dimensional data.

Refer to left side of the drawing.
Line scan
Transport
direction

【Example of scanning “2”】
・Step 1: Sensor IC reads one line in red point-line area.
The size of the line in transport direction is based on the
size of pixel.
・Step 2: The scanning line is transported in transport
direction.

Step 3
2-D data

・Step 3: Repeating Step 1 and 2 generates 2-D image
data. (The height of the 2D-data means the strength of CIS
output.)
Scan direction
CIS
output

Scan direction

TM-XF046E
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2-2 Principal technology of CIS
【Color scanning method】

【Color scanning method】

①Sequential lighting type

Red LED lighting

Principally, there are two ways to scan color image.
1) Sequential lighting type
2) Color-filter type

Green LED lighting Blue LED lighting

②Color-filter type

This product takes “ 2) Color-filter type” above for the color
scanning method. And it has a color Sensor IC array based
on trilinear photo-diode with RGB color filters. Utilizing this
filter-on-chip technology, this product can get a color image
data in a respective storing time.

Synthesize
RGB filter

White LED lighting
Photo diode

RGB filter

Synthesize

TM-XF046E
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2-2 Principal technology of CIS
【Data output timing】

【Data output timing】

Line frequency

There is a latency to read-out a line data. The N lines
latency is designated from LED turn-ON as described on
the left drawing.

LED turn-ON

Internal read-out period
Storing period
Read-out period

N lines latency

Digital output

1) Period to read out the analog data of sensor pixels
(1 line)
2) Period to convert the analog data into digital data and
rearrange the data in a line (1 line)
3) Period to process internal image processing
(3 lines ~10 lines)

Data read-out period

Additionally, line scan frequency of this product is limited by
internal pixel clock frequency and pixel quantity. Because
the pixel read-out is synchronized by pixel clock.

【Data read-out and Clock frequency】

Image
data

It takes time to read all pixels

Image
data

TM-XF046E

1st pixel

Next line

For instance, in the case of 60 MHz as a pixel clock
frequency and 7,200 pixels as a pixel quantity, the
minimum line scan period is calculated as follows;
7,200 (pixels) / 60 (MHz) = 120 μsec

Last pixel
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2-2 Principal technology of CIS
【Strength of CIS output】

【CIS output】
CIS output (Vp) is defined below;

T: Storing time

・ Light intensity
・ Sensitivity
・ Storing time (illuminated time)

I: Intensity

:I
:S
:T

Vp ＝ k × I × S ×T
(k: coefficient)

S: Sensitivity

【Remark】
Output strength

1) To keep a quality of the image, Vp is an important factor.
So that Light intensity (I) and Storing time (T) have to be
planned appropriately.

TM-XF046E

Output voltage

Pixel output

【Property of Sensor IC】

2) In the property of Sensor IC, there is a saturated area
regarding sensor linearity. When you plan to use external
illumination prepared by yourself, control CIS output (VP)
appropriately within the valid area of the property of Sensor
IC by controlling the light intensity.

Valid area
Saturated
area
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2-3 Definition

Output (scanning white
reference chart)

【White output and Dark output uniformity】

White output

Vp max.
Vp mix.

Dark output

Pixel in scan
direction

【Definition of CIS output】
This product comprises CMOS sensor IC which each pixel
has each DC offset and variation of sensitivity. And the
variation of lens and light intensity also affects the CIS
output. CIS output is defined in below.

1．White output uniformity
Dp max.

White output uniformity indicates the output variation when
scanning white reference chart.
White output uniformity is calculated as follows;
Up = ( Vp max.- Vp min.)／Vp max.

2．Dark output uniformity
Dark output uniformity indicates that the output when
turning OFF the illumination.
Dark output is defined as maximum value Dp max.

TM-XF046E
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2-3 Definition
【Depth of illumination】
Light intensity

CIS output at focal
position
Object position is getting closer.

3．Light intensity

Object position is getting
further.

This indicates a strength or intensity of the light on a
surface of the object. As described on the left, CIS output
Vp is controlled by “Light intensity (I)” * “Storing time (T)”.
Therefore, in order to increase scanning speed, Light
intensity is also needed to be increased.

Pixels in a line

【DOI of KD series】

【Definition of CIS output】

4．DOI : Depth of Illumination
Depth of Illumination indicates a variation of a light intensity
on various positions of the object in lens-axis direction.
Generally, CIS output would be getting increased when the
scanning position comes closer to this product. By contrast,
CIS output would be getting decreased when the scanning
position goes further from this product.
Larger variation of DOI would make a difficulty to recognize
that the output variation is caused by reflectance of the
object or position of the object.

【Spectrum of illumination】
5．Spectrum of illumination
This product comprises white LED array as a built-in
illumination. Refer to the spectrum of illumination on the left.

TM-XF046E
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2-3 Definition
【Depth of Focus】

【Definition of CIS output】

Definition of resolution

6. DOF : Depth of Focus
Depth of Focus indicates a variation of a resolution on
various positions of the object in a lens-axis direction.

Object

Generally, the resolution is getting defocused when the
scanning position is moved away from a focal point.

Image (erected and
same size)

Depth of Focus on KD series

The resolution is defined as MTF (Modulation Transfer
Function) value.

MTF (%)

90.0

The MTF value is calculated by the following formula when
scanning a reference chart having a respective width and
pitch of the white and black areas.

50.0

Vp max. －Vp min.
Focal point
0.0
-1.0

MTF =

0.0

Vp max. ＋ Vp min.

× 100 (%)

1.0

Distance from focal point [mm]
Scan images
4.0mm

TM-XF046E

3.0mm

2.0mm

1.0mm

(Focal point)
0.0mm
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2-3 Definition
【Dark correction】

【CIS output and signal processing function】

CIS output

Original data at LED-OFF

DVd0(n) : nth pixel dark output

This product comprises CMOS sensor ICs which each
pixel has each DC offset and variation of sensitivity. And
the variation of lens and light intensity also affects the CIS
output.
In order to capture more uniform image, this product has a
signal processing function to correct each pixel data.

1. Dark correction
Pixel
DVp(n) = DVp(n) –Dvd0(n)

CIS output

Corrected data at LED-off

This is a function that corrects DC-offset on each pixel into
zero as the dark output. This function subtracts the pixel
dark-correction data (Dvd0 (n)) from the original pixel dark
output data (Dvp (n)) pixel by pixel.
Dark-correction data (Dvd0 (n)) is generated by averaging
16 lines of the data to minimize the effect of noise on each
pixel in the condition of turning off the illumination. Using
Dark correction on CIS output allows us to get the only
dynamic range responding the incoming light.

Pixel

TM-XF046E
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2-3 Definition
【White correction】

【 CIS output and signal processing function 】

CIS output

Original data of white output
scanning white chart

DVp0(n) : nth pixel output

DVp(n)
* Target value
DVp0(n)

Corrected data scanning reference
white chart

Target value

CIS output

CIS output corrected by Dark correction contains an
ununiformity caused by the variation of sensitivity on each
pixel and light intensity in a scanning width. Therefore even
if this product scans a chart that has uniform reflectance, it
is difficult to read out a uniform output in whole pixels.
White correction is a procedure to correct the variation of
the output on each pixel when scanning an uniform
reflectance object or chart.

Pixel
DVp’(n) =

2. White correction

White correction corrects the white output (DVp (n)) when
scanning an object by using the white correction data
(DVp0(n)) stored when scanning another object having an
uniform reflectance according to the following formula.
DVp’(n) =

DVp(n)
* Target value
DVp0(n)

Target value can be set by register value.
There are several methods to create White correction data.
Refer to Function specification for further detailed
information.

Pixel

TM-XF046E
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2-4 Features of scanning pixels

Sensitivity (%)

【Sensor IC spectrosensitivity】
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
400

【Sensor IC spectrosensitivity】
B
G
R

This product comprises a color trilinear sensor ICs that
features Filter-on-Chip technology. The Sensor ICs
spectrosensitivity is described on the left.

【Pixel alignment of Sensor ICs】
The plural Sensor ICs are assembled in a line on a sensor
board in this product. The numbers of Sensor ICs for each
length are as follows;

500

600
700
800
900
Incoming light wavelength (nm)

【 Pixel alignment of Sensor ICs】

309 mm size : 24 chips
617 mm size : 48 chips
926 mm size : 72 chips
Each sensor chip has 304 pixels for each RGB colors
described on the left. At the edge of Sensor ICs, complying
with a semiconductor design rule and keeping a dicing area
are necessary. Therefore the gap between neighboring
Sensor ICs is not 600 dpi, and is designated to be 300 dpi
(84μm) pitch and controlled ±15μm tolerance.
Additionally, a function of Interpolation that can insert a
pixel data created by neighboring pixels data is available
on this product.

TM-XF046E
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2-5 Interpolation function ①
【Interpolation Block diagram】
Image
data
画像データ

Filter
フィルタ補間
Interpolation

選択
Select

【Interpolation function】
補間データ
Interpolation
data

Average

平均維持補間1
Interpolation 1

This product has a Sensor IC array having a reduction of a
resolution because of the Sensor ICs gap. This is a
function to compensate a reduction of the resolution
between neighboring Sensor ICs.

Average

平均維持補間m
Interpolation

m

採点
Judge

【Original】

a) L/R average

【 Scanned image】

b) Diagonal R average C) Space freq. estimate

【Technology of Interpolation】
To get the most expected Interpolation data, the gaps
between neighboring Sensor ICs are designated to be
300dpi and controlled by the tolerance of ±15μm in X/Y
direction.
・This product has several calculation circuits because the
interpolation calculations need to accommodate each
image type appropriately.
・Each interpolation calculation creates each interpolation
data simultaneously. Then the internal control circuit
evaluate the created interpolation data based on
neighboring pixels data. It automatically selects the most
appropriate interpolation data based on the estimation that
has smallest error.
・This product inserts interpolated pixel data in a line data.
*patent pending

TM-XF046E
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2-5 Interpolation function ②
【 Interpolation in 926mm(A0)/617mm(A1) size】
KD CIS
926mm/617mm size Sensor IC array
7,296 pixels
7,296 pixels
7,296 pixels
× RGB
× RGB
× RGB
1st unit

2nd unit

22 pixels data

Signal processing board

7,320 pixels
× RGB

7,319 pixels
× RGB

【Pictures】

Interpolation ON

TM-XF046E

This product outputs the image data from each 309mmsize-unit (A3-size). In the case of 926mm-size (A0-size),
there are 3 unites of 309mm-size (A3-size). And in the
other case of 617mm-size (A1-size), there are 2 unites of
309mm-size (A3-size).

Last unit

22 pixels data

7,320 pixels
× RGB

【Interpolation in 926mm(A0)/617mm(A1) size】

Interpolation on 926mm (A0) and 617mm (A1) size creates
the interpolated pixel data between each unit.
(Neighboring 309mm-size-unit (A3) communicates and
transfer 22 pixels data as described on the left and can
create the interpolated pixels between each 309mm-sizeunit (A3).)
The pixel data created by Interpolation is inserted as;
・the last pixel data of the first 309mm (A3) size unit in
617mm-size (A1) product.
・ the last pixel data of the first and second unit (A3) in
926mm-size (A0) product.
Refer to the pictures before and after processing
Interpolation on the left. It would be obvious that a illegal
line.
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2-6 Specification of KD series
As of October 30th, 2014.
Refer for individual data sheet of each product.
Design and specification are subject to change without notice.

【 General specification】
Items

Unit

KD6R309AX/AX2
KD6R617AX/AX2
KD6R926AX/AX2

KD6R309AX2-NL
KD6R617AX2-NL
KD6R926AX2-NL

KD6R309MX
KD6R617MX
KD6R926MX

KD6R309MX-NL
KD6R617MX-NL
KD6R926MX-NL

Width

mm

309 / 617 / 926

309 / 617 / 926

309 / 617 / 926

309 / 617 / 926

Valid scanning
width

pixel

7,296 /14,592 / 21,888
XR/G/B 3row（color）

7,296 /14,592 / 21,888
×R/G/B 3row（color）

7,296 /14,592 / 21,888
monochrome

7,296 /14,592 / 21,888
monochrome

Resolution

dpi＊1

600

600

600

600

Line frequency
(Scan speed)

kHz

23 / 11

＊2

23 / 11

＊2

45 / 22

＊3

45 / 22

＊3

Data output
mode

－

Camera Link @TM

Camera Link @TM

Camera Link @TM

Camera Link @TM

Number of port

－

1 / 2 / 3＊4

1 / 2 / 3 ＊4

1 / 2 / 3 ＊4

1 / 2 / 3 ＊4

MHz

84 max.

84 max.

84 max.

84 max.

①White correction
②Dark correction
③PGA
④Interpolation
⑤ γ correction etc

①White correction
②Dark correction
③PGA
④Interpolation
⑤ γ correction etc

①White correction
②Dark correction
③PGA
④Interpolation
⑤ γcorrection etc

Clock frequency

①White correction
②Dark correction
③PGA
④Interpolation
⑤γ correction etc

Functions of
ASIC

－

Light source

－

White LED array

None

White LED array

None

Focal point from
glass surface

mm

12.0

14.5

12.0

14.5

377 / 688 / 997
×62×71

377 / 688/ 997
×62×100
(T.B.D.)

377 / 688 / 997
×62×100
(T.B.D.)

AX : 420 / 731 / 1,040
AX2: 377 / 688 / 997

×62×71
×62×71

Outline

mm

Weight

kg

1.9 / 3.3 / 4.8

1.2 / 2.3 / 3.3

1.9 / 3.3 / 4.8

1.2 / 2.3 / 3.3

Release date

－

Nov, 2013

Jan,2014

May,2015

May,2015

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
＊1

dpi : Dot per Inch
A line frequency and scan speed such as a storing time are described in below according to the data
output and the output clock frequency.
EX.) Output clock frequency 84MHz

＊2, 3

＊4

Line
frequency
(kHz)

Scan speed（μsec
/ line)

Type

Name

Format

Type A

Medium Configuration

8bit RGBcolor×2ch

23

44 (Interpolation OFF)
45 (Interpolation ON)

Type B

Base Configuration

8bit RGBcolor×1ch

11

88

Type C

Medium Configuration

10bit RGBcolor×2ch

11

88

Relationships of signal output and a number of port are described in below.

Type

Name

Format

A number of output channel

Type A

Medium Configuration

8bit RGB color×2ch

2 × a number of port

Type B

Base Configuration

8bit RGB color ×1ch

1 × a number of port

Type C

Medium Configuration

10bit RGB color ×2ch

2 × a number of port

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R309AX2 】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R617AX2】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R926AX2】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Cross-section of KD6R309/617/926AX2 】
1st-side

end-side

When you install this product into your machine, please set the position based on two guide
holes on the side-plate or bracket and fix it with four screws(M3×8）.
TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R309AX2-NL 】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R617AX2-NL 】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Outline of KD6R926AX2-NL 】

TM-XF046E
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2-6 Short specification of KD series
【 Cross-section of KD6R309/617/926AX2-NL 】
1st-side

TM-XF046E

end-side
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2-7 Handling precautions
【Thermal management】

This product may become hot during operation. Because it
is equipped with high-illuminance LED light sources.
The housing temperature Tw <70 ℃ (see figure), is
recommended in the specification. Avoid the use in the
temperature out of this condition in the specification.
Tw = Temperature of a case

If the case temperature exceeds the specified one, apply
an appropriate cooling or forced air cooling as followings.
A variable of flow rate u (m / s) required for air cooling is
ambient temperature and operating conditions Tair. Flow
rate u is calculated from the equation #1. Valuables of Air
quantity v (m3 / s) are a space in cross-sectional area of
this product Aair(m2) and wind speed u(m/s). The air
amount is calculated from the equation#2. The constants
and the equations are followings.
3
Q

Equation #1

－ ４・ε・σ×

Ａ・(Tw － Ta)

2

Tw ＋ Ta
2

ｕ＝

× Ｌ
3.92

Equation #2

TM-XF046E

V ＝ Aair × ｕ
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Chapter 3 : Installation

TM-XF046E
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3-1 Dimensions
3-1-1 Top view
【Remark】 Where to place an object
*
① Please place an object against the glass surface of CIS.
Direction of
transferring a object

A surface of an object

② Please set the upper left side of an object at 1st pixel side
of CIS.
* A3 : 309.9mm
A1 : 619.8mm
A0 : 929.7mm

③ Please transfer an object like the figure 3-1-1.

3-1-2 Side view
**

** A3 : 376.1mm
A1 : 687.1mm
A0 : 996.1mm

TM-XF046E
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3-1 Dimensions
3-1-3 Side view

【Remark】 How to install CIS into your device

1st -side

①There are 4screw holes(M3) each end side of CIS (total
8 screw holes). Please use guide holes to make sure the
CIS is on the right position.
②Please fully screw CIS and your device at the 8 points.
The recommended tightening torque is listed below.

Interface
（4-M3×8)

A guide hole
Φ3 H9 Depth 6

A guide hole
Depth 6

Material of screw

Tightening force
[N・cm]

Iron
（strength ranking 4.6)

72 ± 7

Stainless (SUS 304)

63 ± 6

Brass (C3601BD)

42 ± 4

③Shorter than 5.5mm is recommended for a length of the
pin for a guide hole.

End-side

Interface
（4-M3×8)
A pin length is
shorter than 5.5mm

A guide hole
Depth 6

TM-XF046E

A guide hole
Φ3 H9 Depth 6

* A focal point is 52mm from guide holes.
**A focal point is 12mm from the surface of the glass.
It may a bit vary depend on the way of installation and
each products.
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3-1 Dimensions
【Interface of connectors】

3-1-4 Bottom view

KD6R309AX/AX2/AX2-NL

Master port
CN12
KD6R617AX/AX2/AX2-NL

①Interface of connectors are described on the left of 3-1-4
Bottom view.
②The connector number is indicated as CNxx and 2-digit
number as follows.
Left block ( 0～309mm) : CN11, CN12, CN13
Center block (309～617mm) : CN21, CN22, CN23
Right block (617～926mm) : CN31, CN32, CN33
Connectors for illumination : CN91, CN92
③Each connector is listed in the following table.
Item

Power supply for sensor
(+5Ｖ)

Master port
CN12

Camera Link® cable
※◎: Master port

KD6R926AX/AX2/AX2-NL

Master port
CN22
TM-XF046E

Power supply for
illumination (+24V)
*Unavailable for AX2-NL series.

No.

Model
309

617

926

CN11

○

○

○

CN21

×

○

○

CN31

×

×

○

CN12

◎

◎

○

CN13

○

○

○

CN22

×

○

◎

CN23

×

○

○

CN32

×

×

○

CN33

×

×

○

CN91

○

○

○

CN92

×

○

○
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3-2 Components (necessary to prepare separately)
3-2-1 Necessary to prepare separately

【Necessary to prepare separately】

* DC24V cable and DC24V power supply are not
necessary for AX2-NLseries.

Prepare the following items to use this product separately
by yourself.
①DC 5V power supply (A3-unit MAX3A) and cables
②DC24V power supply (MAX3A) and cables
③Camera Link ® cables
※This product has an connector I/F as mini Camera
Link® connector.
④Grabber board and its software

① DC5V power cable
(for sensor)

② DC24V power cable
(for illumination)

No

Item

①
②

TM-XF046E

Item

①
②
③

③Camera Link® cable

④DC5V, DC24V power supply
⑤Grabber board and PC

No

Quantity
309

617

926

DC5V power cable

1

2

3

DC24V power cable

1

2

2

Camera Link® cable

2
(1)

4
(2)

6
(3)

※( ):Base Configuration case

④

DC5V, DC24V power supply

1

⑤

Grabber board and PC

1

【Remark】
1)

Current capacity (A)
309

617

926

DC5V

3

6

9

DC24V

3

6

9

2)

This product doesn’t contain the cables, grabber
board, power supply listed above.
Current capacity is listed in the left table.
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3-3 Connections
3-3-1 Cable connection

※ ◎ : Master port

【Remark】 (for connection)

* AX2-NL series don’t have CN91, CN92.

KD6R309AX/AX2/AX2-NL
CN 11

+5V

CN 91

+24V

CN 12◎
CN 13

CH 0
<Grabber board 1>
CH 1

When using multiple grabber boards, make sure to input
External synchronization signal and Communication control
only through the connecter defined as Master port on the
left.

【Remark】
KD6R617AX/AX2/AX2-NL
CN 11/21

+5V

CN 91/92

+24V

CN 12◎
CN 13

CH 0
CH 1 <Grabber board 1>

CN 22
CN 23

CH 0
<Grabber board 2>
CH 1

This product is synchronized based on a line data.
However, it is operated by individually independent
CLK for each 309mm-size block. In other word, each
309mm-size block are not synchronized based on CLK.

KD6R926AX/AX2/AX2-NL
CN 11/21/31

+5V

CN 91/92

+24V

CN 12
CN 13

TM-XF046E

CN 22◎
CN 23

CH 0 <Grabber board 1>
CH 1
CH 0 <Grabber board 2>
CH 1

CN 32
CN 33

CH 0
<Grabber board 3>
CH 1
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3-3 Connections
【DC5V power cable connectors】

3-3-2 DC 5V power cable connectors

(DC5V power cable is NOT included on this product.)
①Connect DC5V power cable to CN11, CN21 and CN31.

←1st pin

②DC5V power connecter on this product is B2P-VH (JST).
③Use VHR-2N（JST） as a housing of DC5V power cable
connector on cable side.
④Pin assignment is described in the following table.

No

Item

Code

I/O

1

Power GND

GND

－

2

+5V Power

VDD

－

Signal

Model
Item

DC5V power
supply (+5Ｖ)

TM-XF046E

No.
309

617

926

CN11

○

○

○

CN21

×

○

○

CN31

×

×

○
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3-3 Connections
3-3-3 Camera Link® cable connectors

【Camera Link® cable connectors】

*Mini CameraLink® connectors are installed on this
product side.

(Camera Link® cable is NOT included on this product.)
①Connect Camera Link® cables to CN12, CN22, CN32,
CN13, CN23, CN33.
②In a case of Base Configuration, 309mm-size (A3-size)
needs 1 piece, 617mm-size (A1-size) needs 2 pieces, and
926mm-size (A0-size) needs 3 pieces of Camera Link®
cables.
③Use 12226-1150-00PL(3M) as a Camera Link® cables.

Item

Camera Link®
cable
※◎: Master port

TM-XF046E

④Pin assignment complies with the Camera Link®.

Model

No.
309

617

926

CN12

◎

◎

○

CN13

○

○

○

CN22

×

○

◎

CN23

×

○

○

CN32

×

×

○

CN33

×

×

○

⑤Connect and input External synchronization signal and
Communication control through the following Master port;
・ KD6R309 : CN12
・ KD6R617 : CN12
・ KD6R926 : CN22
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3-3 Connections
3-3-4 DC24V power cables (for illumination)

【 DC24V power cables (for illumination)】

* This cable is not necessary for AX2-NL series.

(DC24V power cable is NOT included on this product.)
①Connect DC24V power cable to CN91, CN92.
②DC24V power connector on this product is
DF33C-3P-3.3DSA(HIROSE).
Use DF33C-3S-3.3C(HIROSE）as a housing of DC24V
power cable connector on cable side.
③Register settings contributes to control the illumination
through Camera Link® communication.

←1st pin

Item

No.

DC24V power supply
fro illumination（+24V)

Model
309

617

926

CN91

○

○

○

CN92

×

○

○

Input equivalent circuit:

④Controlling No.1 PIN by inputting external signal works
the illumination turning ON/OFF directly.
⑤In case NOT to control the illumination by external signal,
connect No.3 PIN to GND. Connect No1 pin to GND with
low impedance.
⑥DC24V power supply shall be controlled ON/OFF when
DC5V power supply is ON. For details, prefer to Chapter 45 Power supply conditions.
No
1

To LED driver circuits

2
3

Item
Symbol
LED array
CONT
control
signal
LED power GND GND-LED
+24V power

VLEDI

I/O
Ｉ
－
-

Signal
Open : OFF
GND : ON
LED array GND
LED array driver circuit
+24V power

To other system
circuits

TM-XF046E
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Chapter 4 : How to control CIS

TM-XF046E
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4-1 Master port
4-1-1 Master and slave port for communication

【Control method】

KD6R309AX/AX2/AX2-NL

This product receives the communication control and a
synchronization signal through Master port.

【Control through Master port】

Master port
CN12
KD6R617AX/AX2/AX2-NL

Master port
CN12
KD6R926AX/AX2/AX2-NL

・Input external synchronization signal (CC1)
・Communication (UART)

【Master port connectors】
Each product has each Master port connector as described
on the left.
・KD6R309 : CN12
・KD6R617 : CN12
・KD6R926 : CN22

【Remark】
1)This products doesn’t accept communication signal
through other than Master port.
2)Make sure the connector assignment on a grabber board
you would use first. Then connect to this product.

Master port
CN22

TM-XF046E
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4-1 Master port（Synchronization signal）
4-1-2 Master and slave port for communication

KD6R309AX/AX2/AX2-NL

: Sync. signal
: CLK

【Handling of line synchronization signal】
In case of the external synchronization signal mode, the
synchronization signal input into Master port is distributed
to the other blocks automatically. Based on this process,
the line scan timing on each block is synchronized.

【Internal synchronization mode】

KD6R617AX/AX2/AX2-NL

309mm-size-block that has Master port generates a
synchronization signal and distributes to the other blocks.
Based on this process, the line scan timing on each block
is synchronized.

【Remark】

KD6R926AX/AX2/AX2-NL

TM-XF046E

This product can be synchronized in line scan timing.
However, each 309mm-size-block (A3-size) has
independent and individual clock for each operation.
Therefore, each 309mm-size-block or module is NOT
synchronized in a clock basis.
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4-2 Communication control
【Communication path】

4

4

AFE_11

AFE_12

4

4

4

4

4
[Z0-3]

CN11

[SERTC]

4
[X0-3]

CN12

FPGA

4

4

4
[Y0-3]

4
[Z0-3]

4

CN13

[VDD]
（+5V)

[GND]

[SERTFG]

[SERTC]

4
[X0-3]

CN21

CN22

4

4

4
[Y0-3]

4
[Z0-3]

4

LVDS-IC

LVDS-IC

LVDS-IC
[SERTFG]

4

4

4

FPGA

4
[Y0-3]

4

[VDD]
（+5V)

4

Topaz

Topaz

4

FPGA

[GND]

AFE_18

4

4
4

4

4

4
4

AFE_17

AFE_16

AFE_15

AFE_14

AFE_13

4

Topaz

Topaz

4

4

4

AFE_10

4

4

Topaz

Topaz
4

AFE_9

AFE_8

CN23

[VDD]
（+5V)

[GND]

CN31

[SERTFG]

[SERTC]

4
[X0-3]

CN32

CN33

KD6R309AX/AX2/AX2-NL
KD6R617AX/AX2/AX2-NL
KD6R926AX/AX2/AX2-NL
Red・Blue line
Green line
<Baud rate switch>
DIP switch Pin_NO : 4
ON（L）・・・115.2Kbps
OFF（H）・・・19.2Kbps

:UART communication
:SPI communication
(internally)

Signal Processing Board

AFE_7

AFE_6

4

4
4
4

AFE_5

AFE_4

AFE_3

AFE_2

AFE_1

Sensor Board

4-2-1 Communication control block

1)This product can be communicated through
SERTC/SERTFG terminals complying with Camera Link ®.
You can only control only the following items on this
product.
・ Register Read/ Write to ASIC and FPGA
・ Status Register Read/ Write to ASIC and FPGA
・ Read/ Write to EEPROM
2) Communication specification
Baud rate

19.2k, 115.2k bps

Data bit

8bit

Parity

None

Stop Bit

1bit

Flow Control

None

①Initial setting of baud rate is 19.2kbps. And the baud rate
can be switched on each block as described on the left.
Use common baud rate in whole blocks.
②This product is controlled by SPI communication
internally based on the internal conversion from UART to
SPI.

TM-XF046E
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4-2 Communication control (format)
4-2-2 Command format and examples

【Command format】
Command format of UART communication is
described on the left. Refer to the left table indicating
each function.

1) Status register Write ex) Choose SRAM in Asic1 for black correction
0x1B 0xC4 0x00 0x02 0x01 0x04 0xFF
①
②
④
⑥
⑦
③
2) Status register Read ex) Check status of FPGA1
0x1B 0xC3 0x00 0x02 0x05 0xFF (0x00/0x01)
①

②

④

③

⑦

【Remark】

⑥（Returned value）

1)

3) Register Write ex) Write 3byte on the address 0x3CFC in Asic1
0x1B 0x12 0x00 0x06 0x02 0x3C 0xFC 0x00 0x01 0x03 0xFF
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
①
4) Register Read ex) Read 3byte from the address 0x3CFC in ASIC1
0x1B 0x12 0x00 0x06 0x02 0x3C 0xFC 0xFF (0x00 0x01 0x03)
①

②

③

Item
① Start Code
② Command
③ Parameter size

④ Instruction Code

④

⑤

⑦

⑥(Returned value）

Size
Contents
(byte）
1
0x1B is Command start code.
Read/Write destination, select Read/Write
1
mode
Total number of bytes of Instruction code,
2
Address and Parameter Data

1

Instruction Code

Description

0000 0011(0x03)

Read Data

0000 0010(0x02)

Write Data

0000 0101(0x05)

Read Status Register

0000 0001(0x01)

Write Status Register

2)
3)

4)

Command indicates the destination of the
communication and setting of Read/Write. This
product has multiple ASICs and FPGAs. Make sure
your destination of the communication referring to the
communication block diagram and command list
described in the next page.
Refer to Chapter 5 and Function specification for the
further detailed information for setting.
Follow the procedure of Read/Write to the embedded
EEPROM to switch the internal signals.
①Enter “1” at bit0 of Status register of Master FPGA.
②Read/Write to respective FPGA/ASIC referring to
the command list.
When finished the communication, set back to “0” at
bit0 of Status register of Master FPGA in order to
prevent incorrectly-input to EEPROM.

Select SPI control operation mode
⑤ Access start address
⑥ Parameter Data
⑦ End Code

TM-XF046E

2
1～64
1

Beginning address of Read/Write destination
Input data
0xFF is Command to end code.
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4-2 Communication control (Destination)
4-2-3 Command list
(Communication
destination)

TM-XF046E

Command

Item

Remark

0x11

ASIC(TOPAZ1) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x13

ASIC(TOPAZ1) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x21

ASIC(TOPAZ2) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x23

ASIC(TOPAZ2) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x31

ASIC(TOPAZ3) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x33

ASIC(TOPAZ3) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x41

ASIC(TOPAZ4) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x43

ASIC(TOPAZ4) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x51

ASIC(TOPAZ5) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x53

ASIC(TOPAZ5) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x61

ASIC(TOPAZ6) Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x63

ASIC(TOPAZ6) Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x71

FPGA1 Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x73

FPGA1 Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x81

FPGA2 Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x83

FPGA2 Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x91

FPGA3 Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0x93

FPGA3 Status Register Read

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)

0xA2

ALL ASIC(TOPAZ) Register Write

0xA4

ALL ASIC(TOPAZ) Status Register Write

0xB2

ALL FPGA Register Write

0xB4

ALL FPGA Status Register Write

0xC3

Master FPGA Status Register Read

Bit0 :

0xC4

Master FPGA Status Register Write

SELBUS (1=EEPROM,0=ASIC/FPGA)
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4-3 Input synchronization signal (External sync)
4-3-1 Input synchronization signal
(External synchronization mode)
A
B
C

24-bit RGB Color×2Tap Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
24-bit RGB Color Base Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications
30-bit RGB Color Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications

【External synchronization mode】
The initial setting of this product at the outgoing
shipment is External synchronization mode.
1)

2)

XRDSYNC（
CC1）
More than 44us…A
More than 88us…B,C
More than 0.2us

3)

4.6us typ. @84MHz
8 pix_clk
32 - 255 pix_clk (initial 32 pix_clk)

4)

LVAL

DVAL
Valid pixels output

PIXEL DATA

In case of External synchronization mode, inputting
synchronization signal is necessary to operate this
product.
Input the synchronization signal through CC1 terminal
complying with Camera Link ®. The synchronization
signal means XRDSYNC described on the left timing
chart.
The scanning operation is triggered from the falling
edge of XRDSYNC. Keep XRDSYNC to be “L” more
than 0.2 μsecond.
Generating a synchronization signal from the external
source such as encoder on transportation equipment
to CC1 through respective grabber board allows
synchronized control accommodating respective
transportation speed.

【Remark】
1st_PIXEL

End_PIXEL

1)

Example of command
To switch internal synchronization mode into External
synchronization mode.
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x01 0xFF

TM-XF046E

2)

Keep longer than specified line frequency to input
synchronization signal. Less than specified line
frequency make this product to output incorrect image
data.
Do not use in 10 line period after inputting External
synchronization signal because this product has
internal line latency for signal processing.
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4-3 Input synchronization signal (Internal sync)
4-3-2 Input synchronization signal
(Internal synchronization mode)
A
B
C

24-bit RGB Color×2Tap Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
24-bit RGB Color Base Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications
30-bit RGB Color Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications

XRDSYNC（
CC1）
More than 44us…A
More than 88us…B,C

【Internal synchronization mode】
The initial setting of this product at the outgoing
shipment is External synchronization mode.
1)
2)
3)

This product can generate a internal synchronization
signal internally.
In case of using Internal synchronization mode, make
sure to set line frequency before operation at first.
Line frequency can be adjusted in the following range.

More than 0.2us
4.6us typ. @84MHz

Interpolation OFF: 44us/line ～ 97us/line
Interpolation ON : 45us/line ～ 97us/line
(23KHz~10KHz)

8 pix_clk
32 - 255 pix_clk (initial 32 pix_clk)
LVAL

DVAL
Valid pixels output

1)

PIXEL DATA

1st_PIXEL

End_PIXEL

Example of command
To use Internal synchronization mode in 44μsec/line
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA2 0x0E 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA1 0x6F 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x00 0xFF
To use internal synchronization mode in 88μsec/line,
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA2 0x1C 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA1 0xDF 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x00 0xFF

TM-XF046E

【Remark】

2)

When setting Internal synchronization mode, this
product doesn’t accept any external synchronization
signal. It operates based on only internally-generated
synchronization signal.
In a case of utilizing Interpolation function ON, the
fastest scan line scan speed becomes 45us/line due
to an increase of the pixels for internal processing.
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4-4 Data output ①
This product can operated based on three
output format as follows;

4-4-1 Data output format
A. 24bit-RGB color×2taps
Medium Configuration

A. 24bit-RGB color×2tap

Tc (TxCLK)

1)

XCLK
Previous Cycle

X3±

SD_R<7>-2

SD_R<6>-2

X2±

SD_B<3>-2

SD_B<2>-2

X1±

SD_G<2>-2

X0±

SD_R<1>-2

Current Cycle

Next Cycle

SD_B<7>

SD_B<6>

SD_G<7>

SD_G<6>

SD_R<7>

SD_R<6>

DVAL

FVAL

LVAL

SD_B<5>

SD_B<4>

SD_B<3>

SD_B<2>

SD_G<1>-2

SD_B<1>

SD_B<0>

SD_G<5>

SD_G<4>

SD_G<3>

SD_G<2>

SD_R<0>-2

SD_G<0>

SD_R<5>

SD_R<4>

SD_R<3>

SD_R<2>

SD_R<1>

SD_B<7>+2
DVAL+2

FVAL+2

SD_G<1>

SD_B<1>+2

SD_B<0>+2

SD_R<0>

SD_G<0>+2

SD_R<5>+2

2)

This is the original format for the fastest scan speed
of 44us/line.
This format is 4-3-3 output mode that can output 2
pixels data as ODD/EVEN based on 8 bit in each
RGB color.

Tc (TyCLK)

YCLK
Previous Cycle

Current Cycle

Next Cycle

Y3±

SD_R<7>-1

SD_R<6>-1

SD_B<7>+1

SD_B<6>+1

SD_G<7>+1

SD_G<6>+1

SD_R<7>+1

SD_R<6>+1

Y2±

SD_B<3>-1

SD_B<2>-1

DVAL+1

FVAL+1

LVAL+1

SD_B<5>+1

SD_B<4>+1

SD_B<3>+1

SD_B<2>+1

DVAL+3

FVAL+3

Y1±

SD_G<2>-1

SD_G<1>-1

SD_B<1>+1

SD_B<0>+1

SD_G<5>+1

SD_G<4>+1

SD_G<3>+1

SD_G<2>+1

SD_G<1>+1

SD_B<1>+3

SD_B<0>+3

Y0±

SD_R<1>-1

SD_R<0>-1

SD_G<0>+1

SD_R<5>+1

SD_R<4>+1

SD_R<3>+1

SD_R<2>+1

SD_R<1>+1

SD_R<0>+1

SD_G<0>+3

SD_R<5>+3

SD_B<7>+3

B. 24bit-RGB color (Camera Link®)
1)

This is the standard complying with the output of
24bit-RGB color (8 bit on each RGB color）.

B. 24bit-RGB color （Camera Link®）
Base Configuration
Tc (TxCLK)

XCLK
Previous Cycle

Current Cycle

Next Cycle

X3±

SD_R<7>-1

SD_R<6>-1

SD_B<7>

SD_B<6>

SD_G<7>

SD_G<6>

SD_R<7>

SD_R<6>

X2±

SD_B<3>-1

SD_B<2>-1

DVAL

FVAL

LVAL

SD_B<5>

SD_B<4>

SD_B<3>

SD_B<2>

DVAL+1

FVAL+1

X1±

SD_G<2>-1

SD_G<1>-1

SD_B<1>

SD_B<0>

SD_G<5>

SD_G<4>

SD_G<3>

SD_G<2>

SD_G<1>

SD_B<1>+1

SD_B<0>+1

X0±

SD_R<1>-1

SD_R<0>-1

SD_G<0>

SD_R<5>

SD_R<4>

SD_R<3>

SD_R<2>

SD_R<1>

SD_R<0>

SD_G<0>+1

SD_R<5>+1

TM-XF046E

SD_B<7>+1
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4-4 Data output ②
4-4-2 Data output format
C. 30bit-RGB color (Camera Link®)
Medium Configuration

C. 30bit-RGB color (Camera Link®)
1)

Tc (TxCLK)

XCLK
Previous Cycle

Current Cycle

X3±

SD_R<7>-1

SD_R<6>-1

0

SD_B<7>

SD_B<6>

X2±

SD_B<3>-1

SD_B<2>-1

DVAL

FVAL

LVAL

SD_B<5>

SD_R<9>-1

SD_B<1>

SD_B<0>

SD_B<9>

SD_B<8>

SD_R<0>-1

SD_R<8>

SD_R<5>

SD_R<4>

SD_R<3>

X1±
X0±

SD_R<1>-1

Next Cycle

SD_B<4>

SD_R<2>

SD_R<7>

SD_R<6>

0

SD_B<3>

SD_B<2>

DVAL+1

FVAL+1

SD_R<9>

SD_B<1>+1

SD_B<0>+1

SD_R<0>

SD_R<8>+1

SD_R<5>+1

SD_R<1>

This is the standard complying with the output of
30bit-RGB color (10 bit on each RGB color） as
described on the left.

SD_B<7>+1

Tc (TyCLK)

YCLK
Previous Cycle

Current Cycle

Y3±

0

Y2±

DVAL

FVAL

LVAL

SD_G<9>

SD_G<8>

SD_G<5>

Y1±
Y0±

TM-XF046E

SD_G<2>-1

SD_G<1>-1

SD_G<0>

SD_G<7>

SD_G<4>

Next Cycle

SD_G<6>

SD_G<3>

0

SD_G<2>

SD_G<1>

DVAL+1

FVAL+1

SD_G<9>+1

SD_G<8>+1

SD_G<0>+1
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4-5 Power supply condition
【Power-ON sequence】

4-5-1 Power-ON sequence

1)
4.7Ｖ以下

VLED(24V)

2)
Vdd（5V）

電源OFF
Power-OFF

Power-ON

内部リセット信号
Internal
reset signal

電
源
ON

180ms

610ms

リセット
期間

ASICブート期間
ASIC
boot period

Reset period

FPGA
configuration period
FPGA
コンフィグレーション期間

1000ms

FPGA
boot period
FPGAブート期間

Dark
output
暗出力
available
取込可能

LED点灯可能
LED-ON
available
（画像読取動作可能）
(scanning available)

3)

125ms

Wait 1.2 seconds after charging 5V
4-5-2 Power-OFF sequence

【Power-OFF sequence】
1)
2)

24V
5V

3)
5V

Start shutting down of power supply after finishing
communication control.
Power-OFF sequence described on the left is
recommended to shut down this product
appropriately.
After 24V power supply falls into less than 5V, start
shutting down 5V power supply.

【Remark】
1)

TM-XF046E

Power-ON sequence described on the left is
recommended to start up this product appropriately.
After rising up 5V power supply ( more than 4.8 V),
wait for 1.2 seconds and start charging 24V power
supply. Initial boot is completed in 1.2 seconds after
rising up of 5V power supply.
Read Status register “XBOOT” in order to monitor
whether initial boot is completed or not. For more
details, refer to Chapter 5-2 Setting (others): Software
boot function.

Each timing of Power-ON and Power-OFF depends
on the performance of your power supply. Make sure
the timing of power supply before starting to use.
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Chapter 5 : Getting started

TM-XF046E
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5-1 Initial settings
【CIS initial settings】

5-1-1 Initial settings

items
① CLK frequency
② Output format
③ Resolution
④ Synchronization
signal setting
⑤ Dark correction
⑥ LED control

Initial settings
84MHz
24bit-RGB Base Configuration
600dpi

※Unavailable for AX2-NL
series.

Turn ON

⑦ White correction
⑧ PGA
⑨ Interpolation
⑩ Line adjustment
⑪γ correction

Not used
1 time
Not used
ON, Start from R-line
Not used

TM-XF046E

External synchronization
mode
Not used

1)

Initial settings of this product is described on the left
table.
2) The initial status of this product immediately after
Power-ON is in below.
・CIS image output :
CIS Image output starts after inputting external
synchronization signal. Image data starts to be valid
10 lines after synchronization signal.
・Illumination (LED)
:
After Power-ON, the illumination remains to be
turned OFF. After inputting external synchronization
signal, the illumination starts to be turning ON.
3)

For more detailed settings for your application, refer
to each setting in the point 5-2 Procedure of function
settings.
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5-2 Procedure of function settings
5-2-1 Procedure of function settings

【 Procedure of function settings】
1)

H/W setup
Status confirmation

2)

①CLK frequency
②Output format
③Switching resolution
④Synchronization signal setting
⑤Dark correction
⑥LED control
⑦White correction
⑧PGA
⑨Interpolation
⑩Line adjustment
⑪γ correction

Sending initial setting
①CLK frequency setting
②Output format setting
③Switching resolution setting
④Synchronization signal setting
(Internal/External)
Input synchronization signal

⑤Dark correction
⑥LED control (ON)

3)
※Unavailable for AX2-NL
series.

⑦White correction
⑧PGA
⑨Interpolation
⑩Line adjustment
⑪γ correction
Start data output

TM-XF046E

This product contains several image processing
functions that can be controlled through Camera
Link® I/F in order to arrange several settings
accommodating your application.
Follow the procedure of several function settings is
described on the left chart.

This product is recommended to control some
functions (such as White and Dark corrections) while
monitoring a time-dependent output-change in a
continuous operation. For details, refer to Appendix A “To get a better image data”.
4) It is also available to store or overwrite White and
Dark correction data on EEPROM. Chapter 5-4
describes how to set this procedure. (Keep the initial
settings in factory by yourself when you store or
overwrite these data on EEPROM.)
[Remark]
When you generate Dark correction data and White
correction data, send external signal continuously with
external sync. mode.
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5-2 Setting① : Output clock setting
【Output clock frequency settings】

5-2-2 Output clock frequency settings

[Function]

Dividing
Freq.

1/3

1/4

1/5

1/6

11

66.0

52.8

12

72.0

57.6

48.0

13

78.0

62.4

52.0

14

84.0

1/7

1/8

1/9

1/10

1/11

10

15

67.2

56.0

48.0

72.0

60.0

51.4

16

76.8

64.0

54.9

48.0

17

81.6

68.0

58.3

51.0

18

72.0

61.7

54.0

48.0

19

76.0

65.1

57.0

50.7

20

80.0

68.6

60.0

53.3

【Setting value】 Frequency table
Freq.

Setting : N

10
11

48.0

Freq. dividing table
Dividing

Setting : M

8

1/3

2

【Remark】

9

1/4

3

1)

12

10

1/5

4

13

11

1/6

5

14

12

1/7

6

15

13

1/8

7

16

14

1/9

8

17

15

1/10

9

－

－

1/11

10

Example of command
84MHz setting
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xB8 0x0C 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xB9 0x03 0xFF

TM-XF046E

This function changes Output pixel clock
frequency that outputs from Camera Link®.
[Initial status] 84MHz（Maximum CLK Setting）
[Control range]
48MHｚ～84MHｚ
(refer to Frequency table on the left)
[Setting]
Setting destination
: ALL ASIC
Register address
: 0x01B8
Freq. N : N
: 0x01B9
Dividing : M
＊84MHz setting means that N=12 on Frequency table
and 1/4 (M=3) on Freq. dividing table and write
0Ch to 0x01B8h and 03h to 0x01B9h.

Make sure that the following relationship has to be
sufficient.
①Base Configuration case,
CLK freq. (MHz) ＞ 7,300× Line freq.（kHz)
②Medium Configuration case,
CLK freq. (MHz) ＞ 7,300 ×Line freq. (kHz)/2)
Example) Base Configuration and CLK＝70MHz case,
70MHz / 7300 ＝9.5kHz（105μsec/line)
means maximum line scan frequency.
2) For more details, refer to Function specification.
3) Do not change any other settings except for the
settings listed on the left table. Otherwise, image
capturing may NOT operate correctly.
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5-2 Setting② : Selecting output format
【Selecting output format】

5-2-3 Selecting output format
A type
24bit-RGB×2
（Medium Configuration)
Port/bit 24-bit RGB*2tap
Port A0
R0
ODD
Port A1
R1
ODD
Port A2
R2
ODD
Port A3
R3
ODD
Port A4
R4
ODD
Port A5
R5
ODD
Port A6
R6
ODD
Port A7
R7
ODD
Port B0 G0
ODD
Port B1 G1
ODD
Port B2 G2
ODD
Port B3 G3
ODD
Port B4 G4
ODD
Port B5 G5
ODD
Port B6 G6
ODD
Port B7 G7
ODD
Port C0 B0
ODD
Port C1 B1
ODD
Port C2 B2
ODD
Port C3 B3
ODD
Port C4 B4
ODD
Port C5 B5
ODD
Port C6 B6
ODD
Port C7 B7
ODD

Port/bit
Port D0
Port D1
Port D2
Port D3
Port D4
Port D5
Port D6
Port D7
Port E0
Port E1
Port E2
Port E3
Port E4
Port E5
Port E6
Port E7
Port F0
Port F1
Port F2
Port F3
Port F4
Port F5
Port F6
Port F7

24-bit RGB*2tap
R0
EVEN
R1
EVEN
R2
EVEN
R3
EVEN
R4
EVEN
R5
EVEN
R6
EVEN
R7
EVEN
G0
EVEN
G1
EVEN
G2
EVEN
G3
EVEN
G4
EVEN
G5
EVEN
G6
EVEN
G7
EVEN
B0
EVEN
B1
EVEN
B2
EVEN
B3
EVEN
B4
EVEN
B5
EVEN
B6
EVEN
B7
EVEN

B type
C type
24bit-RGB
30bit-RGB
（Base Configuration) （Medium Configuration)
Port/bit 24-bit RGB
Port A0
R0
Port A1
R1
Port A2
R2
Port A3
R3
Port A4
R4
Port A5
R5
Port A6
R6
Port A7
R7
Port B0
G0
Port B1
G1
Port B2
G2
Port B3
G3
Port B4
G4
Port B5
G5
Port B6
G6
Port B7
G7
Port C0
B0
Port C1
B1
Port C2
B2
Port C3
B3
Port C4
B4
Port C5
B5
Port C6
B6
Port C7
B7

Port/bit 30-bit RGB
Port A0
R0
Port A1
R1
Port A2
R2
Port A3
R3
Port A4
R4
Port A5
R5
Port A6
R6
Port A7
R7
Port B0
R8
Port B1
R9
Port B2
nc
Port B3
nc
Port B4
B8
Port B5
B9
Port B6
nc
Port B7
nc
Port C0
B0
Port C1
B1
Port C2
B2
Port C3
B3
Port C4
B4
Port C5
B5
Port C6
B6
Port C7
B7

Port/bit 30-bit RGB
Port D0
nc
Port D1
nc
Port D2
nc
Port D3
nc
Port D4
nc
Port D5
nc
Port D6
nc
Port D7
nc
Port E0
G0
Port E1
G1
Port E2
G2
Port E3
G3
Port E4
G4
Port E5
G5
Port E6
G6
Port E7
G7
Port F0
G8
Port F1
G9
Port F2
nc
Port F3
nc
Port F4
nc
Port F5
nc
Port F6
nc
Port F7
nc

Example of command
Type A 24bit-RGB×2 （Medium Configuration) :
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x20 0x01 0xFF
Type B 24bit-RGB
（Base-Configuration) :
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x20 0x00 0xFF
Type C 30bit-RGB
（Medium Configuration) :
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x20 0x02 0xFF

TM-XF046E

[Function]

This function selects output format that
outputs from Camera Link®.
[Initial status] B type : 24bit-RGB（Base Configuration)
[Setting mode]
A type : 24bit-RGB×2（Medium Configuration)
B type : 24bit-RGB（Base Configuration)
C type : 30bit-RGB（Medium Configuration)
[Settings]
Setting destination
: ALL FPGA
Register address
: 0x0120
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － － 1/0 1/0
“00” :
“01” :
“10” :
“11” :

24bit-RGB Base Configuration
24bit-RGB×2 Medium Configuration
30bit-RGB Medium Configuration
Not used

【Remark】
1)

Make sure your calculation regarding Output format,
line frequency, pixel output clock that are mutually
related.
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5-2 Setting③ : Switching resolution
5-2-4 Switching resolution

【Switching resolution】
[Function]

Sensor IC pixel structure
600dpi

1) 150dpi image output

This function changes the resolution of the
output from this product.
[Initial status] 600dpi output mode
[Setting mode]
Resolution 150dpi/300dpi/600dpi, Output ”.000” fixed
[Setting]
Setting destination
: ALL FPGA
Register address
: 0x0124
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － － 1/0 1/0

150dpi (4 pixels moving average)

b1

0x0124

２）300dpi image output
b0

【Remark】
1)
300dpi (2 pixels moving average)

2)

Example of command
Resolution 600dpi mode:
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x24 0x00 0xFF
Resolution 300dpi mode:
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x24 0x01 0xFF
Resolution 150dpi mode:
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x24 0x02 0xFF

TM-XF046E

3)

4)

0
1

0
600dpi
300dpi

1
150dpi
－

The original resolution of Sensor IC (light-sensitive
photo-diode) is based on 600dpi. Switching resolution
function is operated under data output process after
completing all of the signal processing.
Resolution converting procedures are as follows;
150dpi mode : Moving average neighboring 4 pixels
300dpi mode : Moving average neighboring 2 pixel
Because the original resolution of the photo-diode on
Sensor IC is based on 600 dpi, the maximum line
scan frequency cannot be increased in a case of
choosing lower resolution. Output clock frequency can
be controlled depending on the resolution.
When selecting lower resolution, make sure your
transportation speed of the object or material as
follows.
150dpi case: 4 times faster than 600dpi case
300dpi case: 2 times faster than 600dpi case
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5-2 Setting④ : Synchronization signal setting
5-2-5 Synchronization signal settings

【 Synchronization signal settings】

A
B

[Function]

C

24-bit RGB Color×2Tap Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
24-bit RGB Color Base Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications
30-bit RGB Color Medium Configuration (＠84MHz)
Based on Camera Link® specifications
XRDSYNC（
CC1）
More than 44us…A
More than 88us…B,C
More than 0.2us
4.6us typ. @84MHz
8 pix_clk
32 - 255 pix_clk (initial 32 pix_clk)
LVAL

DVAL
Valid pixels output

PIXEL DATA

1st_PIXEL

End_PIXEL

Example of command
External synchronization mode setting:
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x01 0xFF
Internal sync. mode setting: 44μsec/line（23kHz)
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA2 0x0E 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA1 0x6F 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x00 0xFF
Internal sync. Mode setting: 88μsec/line（11kHz)
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA2 0x1C 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA1 0xDF 0xFF
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xA0 0x00 0xFF
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This function defines from where
Synchronization signal is input.
[Initial status] External synchronization mode
This mode is that the synchronization signal is input
externally through Camera Link® I/F (CC1 signal).
[Setting mode] External sync. mode / Internal sync. mode
[Setting]
Setting destination : ALL FPGA
Register address
: 0x01A0
: Mode setting
0x01A1, 0x01A2 : Freq. setting
0x01A0 ＝ “0” : Internal sync. mode
“1” : External sync. mode
*In a case of Internal sync. mode, refer to the
following examples to control line frequency to send a
setting to the register address (01A1h, 0１A2h) as
follows;
①44μse/line case, send 0E6Fh（3,695)
(CLK freq. 84MHz 3,696÷84 ＝ 44)
②88μsec/line case, send 1CDFh（7,391)
(CLK freq. 84MHz 7,392÷84 ＝ 88)

【Remark】
1)

In a case of External synchronization mode, the line
synchronization signal accommodating to the
scanning line frequency has to be input. Input the
appropriate synchronization signal depending on the
transportation speed of the object.
2) In a case of Internal synchronization mode, this
product internally generates periodic synchronization
signal. Calculate pixel output clock based on the
following reference.
（Register setting value +1）
Line freq.setting(μsec)＝
Pixel output CLK(MHz)
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5-2 Setting⑤ : Dark correction
*When you generate Dark correction data and White correction data, send external signal continuously with external sync. mode.

【Dark correction】

CIS output

5-2-6 Dark correction
CIS raw data when LED-OFF

DVd0(n) : nth pixel dark

pixel

CIS output

DVp(n) = DVp(n) –Dvd0(n)
Corrected data when LED-OFF

This function correct the variation of DCoffset on each pixels.
[Initial status] Dark correction OFF
[Setting mode] ①Create Dark correction data
②Dark correction ON/OFF
[Setting]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address : 0x0142 : Trigger to create Dark
correction data
0x0175 : Dark correction ON/OFF
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
0ｘ0142 － － － － － － － 1/0
0ｘ0175

pixel

Example of command
Start to create Dark correction data:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x00 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x01 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x00 0xFF
Dark correction ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x75 0x07 0xFF
Dark correction OFF:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x75 0x00 0xFF
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[Function]

－ － － － － 1/0 1/0 1/0

*To start creating Dark correction data, the status at address of
0x0142-b0 is changed “0”→ “1”.
Do NOT change any other bit-value than 0x0142.
*Each bit at the address of 0X0175 specifies Dark-correction
ON/OFF on each signal of b2-R, b1-G, b0-G.

【Remark】
1)
Initial Dark correction data stored in our factory on this
product can be available automatically when starting.
2) Dark output of Sensor IC is affected or varied by an
environmental temperature change and line frequency. Use
Dark correction function periodically in an appropriate period of
your equipment or system.
3) When Dark correction data is not generated adequately, a
variation of the data likely streaks sometimes would be occurred
on the captured images sometimes.
4) White correction must be operated after Dark correction ON.
5) See the address map of correction data on Appendix A .
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5-2 Setting⑥ : LED control
* Unavailable for AX2-NL series.

5-2-7 LED control

【LED control】
[Function]

Upper-stream side illumination (LED-Ａ)

Down-stream side illumination (LED-B)

This function controls the illumination turning
ON/OFF. (*This function is available only for
the model that contains the illumination.)
[Initial status]
LED-ALL ON mode
[Setting mode]
①LED-ALL ON mode : Both LED-A and LED-B ON
②LED-A (one-side) mode : LED-A ON (Upper-stream)
③LED-B (one-side) mode : LED-B ON (Downstream)
④LED-ALL OFF
[Settings]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address
: 0x010B
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － 0/1 － 0/1 0 0
* “1” means LED turning ON.
* b2 means LED-A (Upper-stream) ON, b4
means LED-B (Downstream) ON.
* Keep “0” in b0 and b1.

Example of command
LED-ALL ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x0B 0x3C 0xFF
LED-A (one-side) ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x0B 0x04 0xFF
LED-B (one-side) ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x0B 0x10 0xFF
LED-ALL OFF:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x0B 0x00 0xFF

TM-XF046E

【Remark】
1)

2)

LED control is operated through Camera Link ® I/F.
Thus LED control is NOT synchronized with the
Synchronization signal.
White correction data can be saved when using one
of modes turning on LEDs. When multiple modes
turning on LEDs are operated, White correction
cannot process appropriately.
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5-2 Setting⑥ : LED control (Duty setting)
*Unavailable for AX2-NL series. Refer to AX2-NL series data sheet regarding conditions for external illumination.

【 LED control (Duty setting)】

5-2-8 LED control (Duty setting)

[Function]

LEDS0

LEDT0

CIS_SI
LEDnW0_gain/LEDN0
LEDnCONT

LEDT0/LEDN0
LEDnW0_gain=LEDnW0×（128+LEDGAIN0）/256

0X013C

b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － 0 0/1 0/1
b1

0x013C
0
b0
1

0

1

No
division
Divided
by 2

Divided
by 4
Divided
by 8

Example of command

This function controls LED-duty setting.
(*This function is available only for the model
that contains the illumination.)
[Initial status] LED duty setting is all set when out-going
testing in our factory. LED-ALL (both LED-A
and B turning ON and 1 pulse lighting.
*LED duty is adjusted in our factory as initial setting.
[Setting mode]
①LED duty pulse period setting
②LED pulse division
1/2, 1/4, 1/8
[Setting]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address
:
0x010E/0F : Upper-stream LED-A pulse setting
0x0112/13 : Downstream LED-B pulse setting
0x0116/17 :ALL LED ON (LEDT) setting
0x013C
:LED pulse division-number
*LED lighting period ～ Register setting value ×62.5nsec
（Internal sensor CLK 16MHz case）

【Remark】
1)
2)

Duty pulse period 37.5μsec setting:
37.5μsec / 62.5nsec ＝ 600（0X0258）,
write “58” to Register address 0x010E, 0x0112, and
write “02” to Register address 0x010F, 0x0113.

3)

0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x05 0x02 0x01 0x0E 0x58 0x02 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x05 0x02 0x01 0x12 0x58 0x02 0xFF

5)

TM-XF046E

4)

6)

Do not change any register values on unopened
address.
Set same value on 0x010E/0F and 0x0112/13.
Different values make unbalance performance of
illuminations.
In a case of 2byte value setting, lower address means
lower value or digit.
When using multiple pulse lighting setting, keep a
margin of period at 0x0116/0x017 against a variation
of line frequency.
For more details regarding multi pulse lighting, refer to
the Function specification.
IF ALL LED ON (LEDT) is set longer than the line
frequency of this product, the setting is reset at the
timing of starting to scan next line.
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5-2 Setting⑦ : White correction
*White correction must be operated after Dark correction ON.
**When you generate Dark correction data and White correction data, send external signal continuously with external sync. mode.

【 White correction】

5-2-9 White correction
CIS output

Raw data when scanning white reference chart

DVp0(n) : nth pixel white output

pixel

Corrected data when scanning white reference chart

CIS output

Target value

pixel

Example of command
Start to create White correction data:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x00 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x02 0xFF
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x42 0x00 0xFF
White correction ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x96 0x07 0xFF
White correction OFF:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x96 0x00 0xFF

TM-XF046E

[Function]

This function corrects the output on all pixels
that have variations of Light intensity and
sensitivity on each pixel. (Refer to 2-3
Definition of key function.)
[Initial status]
White correction OFF
[Setting mode]① Creating White correction data
② White correction ON/OFF
[Setting]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address : 0x0142 : Trigger to create
White correction data
0x0196 : White correction
ON/OFF
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － － 1/0 －
0ｘ0142
－ － － － － 1/0 1/0 1/0
0ｘ0196
*To start creating White correction data, the status at the
address of 0x0142-b1 is changed “0”→ “1”. Do NOT
change any other bit-value than 0x0142.
*Each bit at the address of 0x0196 specifies White
correction ON/OFF on each signal of b2-R, b1-G, b0-G.

【Remark】
1)
2)
3)

Generate White correction data by using a dedicated
white reference chart that has an uniform reflectance.
Scratches, dust, dirt on the surface of white reference
chart for White correction may cause a variation of
White correction data likely streaks.
See the address map of correction data on Appendix A.
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5-2 Setting⑧ : PGA
【PGA（Programmable Gain Amp.）】

5-2-10 PGA

[Function]

CIS output

Amplification for whole output

Amplified

Pixel

Example of command

This function amplifies or gain whole output
of a scanned line.
[Initial status] One time.
[Setting mode]
① PGA ON/OFF
② Arranging amplification within 0～4.0 times. [Settings]
Setting destination
: ALL ASIC
Register address
:
0x017C
: PGA ON/OFF
0x017D, 0x017E : For Red image output
0x017F, 0x0180 : For Green image output
0x0181, 0x0182 : For Blue image output
* 0x017C-b0 “0”
： PGA OFF
“1”
： PGA ON
*Example of a range of the amplification ratio arrangement
Set “0”：＋ or “1”： - at 0ｘ017Ｅ-b4. Then set an arbitrary
register value in a range of "-1024~+3071" at 12-bit depth
of 0ｘ017Ｅ-b3~0x017D-b7~b0.

PGA ON : Added scale factor
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x7C 0x01 0xFF
PGA OFF :
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x7C 0x00 0xFF
Arrangement amplification
Red signal 2 times (2048) amplified:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x05 0x02 0x01 0x7D 0x00 0x10 0xFF

TM-XF046E

0x017E

b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

0x017D

1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

*Amplification to each signal is calculated as the following
formula.
1024 + Register setting value
PGA ＝

【Remark】
1)

×Input image signal

1024

Make sure white balance of color scanning when you
change each amplification on each color.
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5-2 Setting⑨ : Interpolation
5-2-11 Interpolation

【Interpolation】
[Function]

This function compensate a missing pixel or
gap between Sensor ICs. Refer to Chapter
2-5 Interpolation function.
[Initial status] Interpolation OFF
[Setting mode] Interpolation ON/OFF
[Settings]
Setting destination : ALL FPGA
Register address : 0x0132
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － － － 1/0

*0x0132-b0 “0” :Interpolation OFF, “1”:InterpolationON

【Remark】
1)

Example of command
Interpolation ON:
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x32 0x01 0xFF
Interpolation OFF:

Interpolation function estimates and creates a pixel data on a
missing pixel or gap between Sensor ICs while monitoring output
information of neighboring pixels. Thus it doesn’t indicate actually
scanned data.
2)
Determine an applicability of this function to your equipment or
devices through an appropriate analysis or evaluation by the
designer of such equipment.
3)
In the case of 617mm-size (A1-size) and 926mm-size (A0-size),
the gap between each A3-size block can be interpolated by this
function. And the interpolated pixels are output;
①617mm (A1-size): at the end of A3-block module having a first pixel.
②926mm (A0-size): at the end of each first and center block.
4)
In a case of using Interpolation function on, the fastest scan line
scan speed becomes 45us/line due to an increase of the pixels
for internal processing.

0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x32 0x00 0xFF

TM-XF046E
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5-2 Setting⑩ : Line adjustment
【Line adjustment】

5-2-13 Line adjustment

[Function]

42.3um (600dpi)

42.3um
(600dpi)

Transportation
direction

Each line of RGB photo-diodes on Sensor IC are
assembled based on 600 dpi as described above.
Line adjustment function creates internal line delay by
using embedded line memory and adjust each line data
position. (Initial setting)

This function adjusts the different position of
each RGB line into a certain position that
scans same area of object.

[Initial status]
Line adjustment ON
Transportation direction: Top line is Blue line
[Setting mode]
Line adjustment ON/OFF
Select transportation direction: Top line is Blue/Red line
[Settings]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address
: 0x01C7
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － 1/0 － 1/0
0x01C7-b0 :Transportation direction “0” Top Blue line
0x01C7-b3 :Line adjustment “0” ON

【Remark】
1)

Example of command
Line adjustment ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xC7 0x00 0xFF
Line adjustment OFF:

2)
3)

An unstable transportation speed may cause a color
bleeding or blurring.
When you organize Line adjustment by yourself, use
this product as Line adjustment OFF.
This product has a range of 0.5 ~ 4.0 times scaling in
transportation direction. For more details, please
contact us.

0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0xC7 0x04 0xFF

TM-XF046E
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5-2 Setting⑪ : γ correction
5-2-12 γ correction

【γcorrection】

出力データ（digit）
Output
data (digit)

The initial setting in our out-going-setting
3840
3584
3328
3072
2816
2560
2304
2048
1792
1536
1280
1024
768
512
256
0

GMSH_R_15＝3555
GMSH_R_14＝3055
GMSH_R_13＝2595
GMSH_R_12＝2176
GMSH_R_11＝1797
GMSH_R_10＝1457
GMSH_R_09＝1156
GMSH_R_08＝892
GMSH_R_07＝665
GMSH_R_06＝474
GMSH_R_05＝318
GMSH_R_04＝195
GMSH_R_03＝104
GMSH_R_02＝43
GMSH_R_01＝10

0

512

1024

1536

2048

2560

3072

3584

入力データ（digit）
Input
data (digit)

[Function] This function changes a linearity of the output.
[Initial status]
γ correction OFF : γ＝１ (Linear)
[Setting mode]
γ correction ON/OFF
[Settings]
Setting destination
: ALL FPGA
Register address
: 0x0132
b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
－ － － － － － － 1/0
* 0x0160-b0 “0” : γ correction OFF, “1”: γ correction ON
*γ setting value (γ＝2.2) is set at our factory. Refer to the
left table.

【Remark】
1)

Example of command
γ correction ON :
0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x60 0x01 0xFF
γ correction OFF

2)
3)
4)

γ correction selects or specifies a gradation of 256
steps (8 bit length) that is one of 16 blocks that 4096
steps (12bit length) are divided by 16.
This function is available to set on each color.
For more details regarding γ correction, please
contact the agency who sold you this product.
The initial γcorrection table in our out-goingsetting starts to be stored on the products
delivered after December, 2013.

0x1B 0xB2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x60 0x00 0xFF

TM-XF046E
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5-2 Setting (others) : Test-pattern output
【 Test-pattern output】

5-2-14 Test-pattern output

[Function]

Example of Test-pattern output image
In transportation direction
Output

Output

Strips in scan direction

Pixel
0x0146

b0

Line
B1
0

0

Strips in scan direction

1

Ramp in scan direction

1
Ramp in transportation
direction
Each 608 pixel

[Initial status]
Test-pattern output OFF (Scanned image output)
Test-pattern setting : Ramp in scan direction, 4-digit steps
[Setting mode]
Test-pattern output ON/Scanned image output
(Test-pattern output ON: Ramp grading image)
[Settings]
Setting destination : ALL ASIC
Register address : b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
0x0145
－ － － 0 0 0 1/0 1/0

0x0146-b2/b3 Output-changing-steps
0x0146

b1/b0

“00”
“01”
“10”

Unit
“00”
Pixel
32
Digit/pixel
1
Digit/line
1

b3/b2
“01” “10”
64 128
2
4
8
16

0x0145-b0 : Test-pattern output ON/OFF ”1” : ON
0x0145-b1 : Test-pattern inversion “1” : Inversion
0x0145-b4-b2 : RGB output ON/OFF “0”: Output
0x0146 － － － － 1/0 1/0 1/0 1/0

“11”
256
8
32

0x0146-b1-b0 : Select Test-pattern
0x0146-b3-b2 : Select output step quantity

Example of command
Test pattern output ON:
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x45 0x01 0xFF
Test pattern output OFF (Normal image output):
0x1B 0xA2 0x00 0x04 0x02 0x01 0x45 0x00 0xFF
Test pattern confirmation (ex. Read ASIC1):
0x1B 0x11 0x00 0x04 0x03 0x01 0x45 0xFF

TM-XF046E

This function output Test-pattern in order to
confirm a communication of this product
through Camera Link.

【Remark】
1)

2)

This function is used to confirm that this product
communicates successfully through Camera Link®
I/F.
When using Test-pattern output mode, this product
doesn’t output any image data.
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5-2 Setting (others) : Software boot function
【Software boot function】

5-2-15 Status Register
0

0

Item

0

DRMODE Bank(1) Bank(0) BTST XBOOT

R/W

function

XBOOT
BTST

W
R/W

BANK(1 : 0)

R/W

DRMODE

R/W

Boot Status=“0” booting, =”1”boot completed
Soft reset trigger signal
Changing “0” → “1” starts boot.
Select memory-bank number of access
destination
0 Fixed.

【Soft boot】

Example of command
0x1B 0xA4 0x00 0x02 0x01 0x00 0xFF
0x1B 0xA4 0x00 0x02 0x01 0x02 0xFF
* Send two straight commands above.
【Boot status confirmation】

Example of command
Read out status register of FPGA-1
0x1B 0x73 0x00 0x02 0x05 0xFF
Read out status register of ASIC-1
0x1B 0x13 0x00 0x02 0x05 0xFF
*Confirm that XBOOT changes into “1”.
*Prepare “Time-out function” on your equipment
or system in order to handle that you cannot
confirm such changes.

TM-XF046E

[Function]
This function boots or rewrite CIS operational
parameter by using a information stored on EEPROM
on this product.
[Initial status]
－
[Setting mode] －
[Remark]
1) All of register settings are written or converted into the
initial value (stored on EEPROM). When you change
CIS operation mode, either of the following options is
necessary.
①Write CIS operational parameter to EEPROM when
starting up.
②Rewrite your settings that you always use when
starting-up again after Software boot.
2) It takes 2 seconds to complete to rewrite all of the
register settings after starting Software boot.

【Status register confirmation】
It is available to read out Status registers to confirm
the internal operation status (both hardware/software)
on this product.

【Remark】
1)
2)

Read out by selecting each ASIC/FPGA.
Keep SELBUS signal “0” when reading Status register
of ASIC/FPGA.
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5-2 Setting (others) : Software boot function
5-2-15 Correspondence table for software boot
Item
① CLK frequency setting
② Output format
③ Switching resolution
④ Synchronization signal setting
⑤ Dark correction
⑥ LED control
⑦ White correction
⑧ PGA
⑨ Interpolation
⑩ Line adjustment
⑪γ correction

TM-XF046E

Software boot
○
×
×
×
○
○
○
○
×
○
×

【Remark】
1）Software boot is available only for ASIC settings.
2）For more detail about a software boot for FPGA, please
contact the agency who sold you this product.
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Appendix A-1:A housing temperature
This product may become hot during operation by high-illuminance LED light sources. A housing
temperature, Tw <70 ℃ (see reference data A ), is recommended in our specification.
Control light intensity and apply cooling system, in order to lower the temperature.
(See 2-7 as a reference)
Reference data A: Transition of a housing temperature
90
80

Tolerance

Case temperature Tw （℃）

70

<Condition>
・Ta=25±1℃
・LED-Duty 40%
・measured after 2hrs continuous
operation

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

LED-Duty (%)

TM-XF046E
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Appendix A-2: Output with continuous operation
Output may change depends on fluctuation of ambient temperature. (See reference data B)
If the temperature change after white/dark correction, operate those correction again.
Regarding to the definition of housing temperature: Tw, see item 2-7.
Reference data B： Correlation between output with continuous operation
and housing temperature

<Condition>
・Ta=25±5℃
・LED-Duty = 80%
・White reference sheet
（O.D.=0.05～0.09)

Reference data C： SNR (Ave. of 10pcs)

TM-XF046E

(dB)

R

G

B

LED on

43.9

43.3

42.5

LED off

52.8

52.8

52.9

<Condition>
・Ta=25±5℃
・Scan speed: 44μsec/line
・White reference sheet
（O.D.=0.05～0.09)
・N: 7296 pixels × 100 lines
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Appendix A-3: LED life time
LED life time depends on housing temperature and lighting duration.
Change illumination units, when you can’t get a proper image by weaker LED intensity.
Regarding to a illumination unit itself, ask our sales support.
Reference data D： LED life time simulation data of KD6R-AX2 series
100
95
<Condition>

LED intensity(%)

90

・Ta=25℃
(room temperature and
humidity）
・LED-Duty=100%

85
Housing temperature 70℃
筐体温度70℃

80

Housing temperature 65℃（-5℃）
筐体温度65℃（-5℃）

75
70
0

TM-XF046E

10000

20000

30000
40000
Lighting duration (hrs)

50000
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Appendix A-4: Linearity of illumination
KD-CIS has white LED arrays.
You can control intensity of LED by duty setting.
Regarding to the duty setting, see item 5-2⑥.
Reference data E： Correlation between LED-Duty and output
(White correction was done with the condition of LED-Duty=100%)

<Condition>
・Ta=25±5℃
・Scan speed 44μsec/line
・White reference sheet
（O.D.=0.05～0.09)
・N: 7296 pixels × 100 lines

TM-XF046E
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Appendix A-5:Memory mapping
KD-CIS Dark/White Correction Data – Memory Mapping
Dark correction data
Dark correction data has 10bit width and occupy 2 address.
And selectable 8-10bit width

White correction data
White correction data has 12bit width and occupy 2 address.

0xFFFF

0xFFFF

EEPROM
Empty area

EEPROM
Empty area

0xB35F

0xB35F

0x7800
0x775F

0x3C00
0x3B5F

0x0000
TM-XF046E

Dark Correction
Data
for Blue pixels

Dark Correction
Data
for Green pixels

Dark Correction
Data
for Red pixels

0x7800
0x775F

0x3C00
0x3B5F

0x0000

White Correction
Data
for Blue pixels

White Correction
Data
for Green pixels

White Correction
Data
for Red pixels
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Appendix A-6: Frame grabbers
We have checked operation of KD-CIS with following frame grabbers.
Frame grabber manufacutres
Matrox
Aval data
BitFlow Inc
Linxs

Model name

Availability of
camera file

SOL 2M EV CLB

○

ASI-1302-i5-4G

○

KBN-PCE-CL4-F
GINGA digital-CL4e series
Xcelera PX4 C

TELEDYNE DALSA
Xcelera PX4 CL
National Instruments

NI PCIe-1430
MVS-8602

Cognex
MVS-8602e

TM-XF046E
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Appendix B: Q & A
１．Pre-Operation
Topic

No.

Question

Answer

Do you rent a PC in which frame grabber is installed?

No. Please ask frame grabber manufactures.
Some of them rental frame grabbers.

Is there SDK exclusive for KD-CIS?

No, there isn’t.

Frame grabber

Which frame grabber do I have to use?

See Appendix A-6.

Frame grabber

What kind an interface specification do I need for PC ?

Check the operating environment of your frame grabber.

1

Peripherals

2

ＳＤＫ

3
4

２．Specification
No.

Topic

1

Standards

Question
Does KD-CIS meet CE standards?
Does KD-CIS meet eye-safe standard of IEC62471/EN62470?

2

Standards

3

Standards

4

Control method

5

Control method

TM-XF046E

Does KD-CIS meet RoHs and REACH?
Can I synchronize several KD-CISs?

Can I control KD-CIS with external synchronization mode?

Answer
Currently, it doesn’t.
We are considering to apply CE standards from next product.
Design wise, there is no problem against eye-safe.
But we haven’t taken an official certification of
IEC62471/EN62470.
Yes, it does.
There is no function in CIS that enable synchronize several
KD-CISs.
2pcs of 309mm size electric circuit units are synchronized in
617mm size KD-CIS and 3pcs of them are in 926mm size.
Yes. See item 5-2 Setting④: Synchronization signal setting
for further details.
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Appendix B: Q & A
No.

Topic

6

Control method

7

Control method

8

Control method

9

Control method

10

Control method

11

Control method

12

Control method

13 Data communication
14

Scanning speed

15

Power supply

16

Power supply

17

Power supply

TM-XF046E

Question

Answer

Can I store correction data ?

Yes. See item 3.2 Function detail in our Function
specification for further details.

Can you supply frame grabbers?

See Appendix A-6.

Can I control exposure time of sensor by external signal?

We don’t have a function to control exposure time by
external signal. We set exposure time by lighting period of
each line.
See item 4-2 Communication control.

Where can I find communication spec and detailed
information about serial communication （Baud rate,
command list etc…)
Do I get error message when communication errors
happen?
What is a command for write white and dark correction
data to EEPROM?
What command should I use for write the correction data
which is generated and stored in PC by me?

No.
See item 3.1 Ref. Procedure to access EEPROM in our
Function specification.
See item 3.1 Ref. Procedure to access EEPROM in our
Function specification.

Can I use baud rate 9.6Kbps of camera link serial
communication setting?
Can I increase line scan frequency by choosing lower
resolution?

No. Baud rate 19.2Kbps and 115.2Kbps are only available.

Can you unify DC 5V and DC24V power supply?

No. But we are considering single power supply from next
product.

Why are there procedures about power ON/OFF?

To protect LED and a LED circuit board.

How GND of DC 5V and DC 24V are connected?

They are connected on the LED drive board.

No. The maximum line scan frequency cannot be increased
even in a case of choosing lower resolution.
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Appendix B: Q & A
No.

Topic

18

Resolution

19

Lenz

20

Lenz

21

Correction

22

Correction

23

Correction

24 Register setting

25

TM-XF046E

Sensor IC

Question
How do I switch to 200dpi and 300dpi?

Answer

What is a DOF(Depth of Focus) of KD-CIS?

See item 5-2③ Switching resolution for further
details.
See item 2-3 Definition for further details.

What is a diameter of the lens?

Φ=1.049mm

Does KD-CIS have a function to adjust position of each Yes. See item 5-2 Line adjustment for further details.
RGB lines?
Can I start white correction by trigger signal?
No. But we are considering to apply it from next
product.
Our KD-CIS generates low distorted image. We use
SELFOC ® lens array (SLA ® ), diameter of which is
about 1mm. This consists of multiple SELFOC ®
Does KD-CIS have a function to adjust a distorted
lenses arranged in an array in an optical system and
image?
makes erect, 1:1 images. This let images of CIS is less
distorted. Therefore, KD-CIS doesn’t have a function
to adjust distorted image.

Can I store my own resister setting in the CIS besides
Mitsubishi’s setting?

What is spectral sensitivity of KD-CIS?

No. our KD-CIS doesn’t store several register settings.
Follow the procedure below, when you write your
register setting.
1. Store Mitsubishi register setting to your PC
2. Write your own register setting on CIS.
It is your responsibility to write your own register
setting.
See item 3.1.6 Status Register control in our function
specification for further details.
See item 2-4 Features of scanning pixels for further
details.
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Appendix B: Q & A
No.

Topic

26

Illumination

27

Illumination

28

Illumination

29

Illumination

30

Illumination

31

Illumination

32

Operation

33

Operation

Question

Answer

Where can I find documents related to LED control
setting?
Can I choose other LED? I would like to use IR light.

See item 3.2.6 LED Control in our Function
specification(TM-XD701) .
Light source of KD-CIS is white LED only. We
recommend to use a non-light KD-CIS for whom
requested LED with different wavelength.

What is spectrum of KD-CIS?

See item 2-3 Definition.

Can you add light sources?

No.

Is initial setting of LED duty maximum?

No. LED duty is adjusted in our factory as initial setting.

What is the linearity of LED?

See Appendix A-4.

How does output change under continuous operation?

See Appendix A-2.

Can I operate internal synchronization mode with
external signal on?

Yes.

Which IP level does KD-CIS fulfill?

We didn’t take IP test with our KD-CIS.
The module part which includes sensor ICs and SLA lens
satisfies under JIS standard.

34

Dust proof

35

Temperature

TM-XF046E

Where can I find caution regarding to temperature?

JIS D 0207 (General rules of dust test for automobile
parts)
Test type F level 1 is cleared
Dust type： JIS Z 8901(Loamy layer of Kano district type
8)
Dust density： 60,000[mg/m2]
1cycle is 10min interval after 5sec in the dust
Total number of cycles :144cycle
See Appendix A-1.
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